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HARRIS TWEED INVESTMENT FUND 
SCHEME GUIDELINES 

October 2012 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Comhairle nan Eilean Siar wishes to work with the Harris Tweed Industry in order to deliver 

a Harris Tweed Investment Fund (HTIF) which will invest in the industry’s capacity to grow 
and exploit market demand for the cloth.  This will be done on the model of a revolving loan 
fund.  

 
1.2 This document sets out the scheme guidelines for the Harris Tweed Investment Fund.   
 
1.3 Following the initiation of the HTIF in 2007, during which it funded cloth production in the 

off-peak season, and following consultation with the Harris Tweed industry, these 
guidelines were revised in October 2012 and the scheme widened out to support weavers 
in areas in addition to production of tweed in the off-season and to allow greater flexibility in 
terms of the scope of the funding.  These revised scheme guidelines are intended to 
facilitate continued support for weavers by allowing flexibility to react to market conditions 
and emerging priorities.  

 
1.3 The HTIF is operated by Comhairle nan Eilean Siar.  Funding has been provided by 

Comhairle nan Eilean Siar and the European Regional Development Fund.   
 
2. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
 
2.1 The objectives of the Investment Fund are: 

§ To support the Harris Tweed industry to become increasingly market-led and 
responsive to meeting market demand.   

§ To enable the mills to maintain production on a year-round basis and thereby 
reduce the problems associated with extreme seasonality, such as workforce 
retention and the attractiveness of the industry as a career option.  

§ To provide a flexible investment mechanism to address emerging issues for the 
industry in order to benefit the workforce, including loom availability, enhancement 
and modification.   

 
2.2 It will do this by providing revolving loan funding in order to: 

• finance the production of a fixed volume of tweed during the off-peak production 
season.      

• finance other initiatives to support levels of productivity within the industry, 
particularly in relation to looms and loom spares.  

 
3. PROCESS 
 
3.1 Only those directly working in the Harris Tweed Industry will be eligible to submit an 

application. This includes Harris Tweed Mills, Weavers representative bodies and individual 
weavers.  The Fund will work within specified funding rounds.  Potential applicants will be 
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made aware that the HTIF is open for applications and will be required to submit an 
application within the specified timescale.  

 
3.2 A HTIF Panel will be established consisting of representatives of Comhairle nan Eilean 

Siar, Highlands and Islands Enterprise and other external agencies/advisors as required.  
 
3.3 The Comhairle will prepare reports for the Panel based on the applications received..  The 

Panel will meet to consider applications to the Harris Tweed Investment Fund within 14 
days of the deadline for submission of applications and will determine the loan funding 
which will be offered to applicants.   

 
3.4 A Letter of Offer will be sent to successful applicants specifying the terms and conditions of 

the loan funding.  This will include details of repayment arrangements.   
 
4. INTEREST 

 
4.1 To ensure compliance with State Aid rules, interest will be charged on the investment in line 

with the European Reference Rate.  The rate of interest charged will be specified in the 
Letter of Offer and will not be subject to any variation during the period of loan.   

 
4.2 The EC provides guidance on calculating the reference rate which would be deemed to be 

commercial.  The rate applicable depends on the creditworthiness of the company and the 
level of collateral offered.  Interest will be charged on the Comhairle’s contribution to the 
order.  Interest will be applied from the date on which investment from the HTIF is received.  
Applicants will be advised of the rate which will be charged.  

 
5. FINANCIAL AGREEMENT 
 
5.1 The anticipated intervention rate will be a maximum of 66% of total costs of each approved 

application, with the applicant required to provide the balance.  
 
5.2 Details for claiming the HTIF investment and repayment arrangements and timescales will 

be set out within the Letter of Offer.       
 
6. PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION PROCESS (Financing of Tweeds) 
 
6.1 Where the HTIF is funding production of cloth, the Mills are required to accept the following 

as set out in the Letter of Offer:  
§ The Comhairle will pay its contribution when the Tweed is produced and stamped.   
§ The Comhairle will retain reservation of title over the tweed, which is identifiable by 

a piece number, from the point of issue to the weaver, to give security over 
payment.  The Mills should provide details of the piece numbers prior to the 
Comhairle providing payment for the order.  

 
6.2 By accepting the Letter of Offer, the Mills agree to the following:  

§ Standard commercial arrangements and timescales for paying weavers. 
§ To undertake all elements of the production process as per any commercial order. 
§ That on completion the Tweeds become the property of Comhairle nan Eilean Siar. 
§ That they will store and sell the Tweeds on behalf of the Investment Fund. 
§ That all Tweed is produced in accordance with the requirements of the Harris 

Tweed Authority. 
 
6.3 The aim of the HTIF is to encourage full-time weavers to stay within the workforce.  

Therefore, by participating in the scheme there is an onus on the mills to ensure that priority 
is given to full-time weavers.  The Comhairle would also wish to see that, as far as is 
possible, the Tweeds it is ordering are being distributed to Weavers in a fair and equitable 
fashion.    
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